
 

Mumbai, October 25, 2019 

The Board of Directors of Tata Motors Ltd approved the allotment of 20.16 Cr ordinary shares and 23.13 Cr 

warrants on a preferential basis to Tata Sons Pvt Ltd (“Tata Sons”) for an aggregate consideration of ₹ 6,494 Cr. 

The warrants will be exercisable into ordinary shares over 18 months and will require 25% of the consideration to 

be brought in at the time of allotment and balance on exercise, as per applicable SEBI regulations. The issue price 

for the ordinary shares and exercise price for warrants has been fixed at ₹ 150 / share representing a ~11% 

premium to last 5-day average closing price1. Tata Group shareholding (voting) will increase from 37.71% to 

41.71% on allotment of ordinary shares, and upto 45.71% post exercise of warrants.  

 

TML had embarked on a successful Turnaround journey over the last 2 years and delivered consistent 

improvement in market shares, customer metrics, profitability and cash flows between FY17-FY19. However, the 

industry wide slowdown over the last few quarters has significantly impacted volumes, profitability and cash flows 

and increased net debt to unsustainable levels. Though we remain optimistic on the medium to long term growth 

in the Indian market, the near-term demand situation is fluid and the slowdown has come at an inopportune time 

when capex intensity will remain high with continued focus on exciting products and BSVI transition. 

 

Jaguar Land Rover’s performance has started to improve. The business is delivering on its plans with the launch 

of exciting new products and is stabilizing its China business and well on track to deliver its Project Charge 

commitments of £2.5B. However, JLR faces risks from a slowing global economy, Brexit uncertainties, trade wars 

and disruptions from ACES. We will require continued investments in products and technologies to drive growth 

in this situation. 

 

Hence despite improving business fundamentals, these external risks in TML and JLR could impact our credit 

ratings and our ability to refinance competitively. Therefore, the Board has decided to raise equity funds to 

strengthen and deleverage the balance-sheet. After careful consideration, the preferential allotment to the 

promoter at a premium to the current market price was chosen, to minimize dilution impact and for a successful 

and speedy execution.  

 

This significant equity investment by Tata Sons signals their strong conviction on the opportunity provided by Tata 

Motors. This benefits all shareholders by allowing the business to continue to invest and execute its long-term 

growth strategy, reduces debt levels and provides rating support for the TML Group at this pivotal juncture. 

 

An Extraordinary General Meeting of the shareholders will be held on November 22, 2019, to seek their approval 

for the preferential allotment. 

                                                           
1 Last 5 day average closing price on NSE prior to the date of the board meeting 

 The Board of Directors of TML approve a preferential allotment of ordinary shares and warrants 

to the promoter, Tata Sons, for an aggregate consideration of ~₹ 6,500 Cr subject to shareholder 

approval 

 

 This strong support from Tata Sons, will benefit all shareholders by allowing the business to 

focus on the long-term strategy, reduce debt levels and provide rating support to the TML Group 

 


